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A Piece of Work is a co-production 
of BIT Teatergarasjen (Bergen), Black 
Box Teater (Oslo), Brooklyn Academy 
of Music (NyC), brut (Vienna), On the 
Boards (Seattle), and Parc de la Villette 
(Paris).

A Piece of Work was developed in 
part at Live Arts Bard, Bard College’s 
residency and commissioning program 
for the performing arts, through a 
Lower Manhattan Council on the Arts 
Space grant (2011), and while in 
residence at 3LD Art & Technology 
Center. Production support provided by 
On the Boards through its Performance 
Production Program.

A Piece of Work is a House On Fire 
project, receiving support from the 
Culture Programme of the European 
Union. Additional development support 
provided by the city of Vienna, Abrons 
Art Center, and many generous 
individuals.

A Piece 
of Work
    A machine-made Hamlet        
      by Annie Dorsen

A Piece of Work
Director’s Note

In an interview in The Evening Stan-
dard, Noel gallagher was asked about 
the last play he saw: “Hamlet with 
Jude Law. It’s four hours long and there 
wasn’t one single minute that I knew 
what was going on. I was thinking, ‘I 
know they’re speaking English, but it’s 
just all fucking gibberish.’ I can appreci-
ate the acting and the way they learned 
all those lines, but what the fuck was 
going on?”
____

“As both Bert States and Herbert Blau 
have noted, Hamlet is not only the 
central dramatic piece in Western 
cultural consciousness, but it is a play 
that is particularly concerned with 
ghosts and with haunting. In addition 
to the profound ways in which these 
two major theorists have demonstrated 
how the image of haunting appears 
within this complex and provocative 
drama, however, Hamlet is involved 
with haunting in quite another 
dimension: the temporal movement of 
the work and its accompanying theory 
and performance through history. Our 
language is haunted by Shakespeare 
in general and Hamlet in particular, 
so much so that anyone reading the 
play for the first time is invariably 
struck by how many of the play’s lines 
are already known to her. Even more 
experienced readers (or viewers) can 
hardly escape the impression that the 
play is really a tissue of quotations. 
Our iconic memories are haunted by 
Hamlet.”
 —from The Haunted Stage: 
Theatre as a Memory Machine by 
Marvin Carlson

Markov chains, or more precisely 
N-gram models, are the basis for this 
project. They are “finite state ma-
chines.” That is, they don’t grow or 
learn; they are memory-less. Basi-
cally, they analyze sequences of words 
appearing in a given source text and 
can generate new text according to 
the frequency or infrequency of those 
patterns. Each time the program runs, 
it makes new, probabilistic choices, 
which can be surprisingly different from 
night to night. But each choice is con-
ditional only upon the current state, not 
upon anything that may have happened 
before. 

Markov chains have a wide variety of
applications—from medicine to eco-
nomics to music to search engines and 
data compression—but it is this quality 
of operating in a continuous present 
that attracted me. Theater often claims 
to aspire to such a state, but in practice 
it is a medium made of memory. That’s 
apparent in everything from its fascina-
tion with its own history, its reliance on 
recognizable action unfolding in time, 
its mode of production through repeti-
tion and the remembering of lines and 
moves, and its use of language, which 
in the moment of performance recalls 
past situations and subjectivities and 
desires and needs. 

The algorithms we use in this perfor-
mance are simple—they skip, sort, 
replace, and sequence. They don’t 
know what they say, or what they said 
before. They don’t know what grief is, 
or revenge, or an entrance, or an exit. 
They make decision after decision, over 
and over, generating a non-stop flow 
of effects without causes, and causes 
without effects.
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Annie Dorsen
Concept and Direction 

Director and writer Annie Dorsen 
works in a variety of fields, including 
theater, film, dance, and, as of 2010, 
digital performance. Most recently, her 
participatory performance Spokaoke 
was presented at Crossing the Line 
Festival (New york), Black Box Theater 
(Oslo), BIT Teatergarasjen (Bergen) and 
Steirischer Herbst’s Truth is Concrete 
marathon (graz). Her first algorithmic 
theater piece Hello Hi There premiered 
at the Steirischer Herbst in 2010 and 
has toured extensively in both Europe 
and the US, including Parc de La 
Villette (Paris), Noorderzon Festival 
(groningen), SommerSzene (Salzburg), 
Hebbel am Ufer (Berlin), and PS 122 
(New york), among many others. She 
is the co-creator of the 2008 Broadway 
musical Passing Strange which she 
also directed. Spike Lee made a film 
of her production of the piece, which 
premiered at the Sundance Film Festi-
val in 2009, subsequently screened at 
the South by Southwest Film Festival 
and the Tribeca Film Festival, and 
was released theatrically by IFC in 
2010 before being broadcast on PBS’ 
Great Performances. Also in 2010, 
she collaborated with choreographer 
Anne Juren on Magical (premiere at 

ImPulsTanz Festival Vienna) and with 
Juren and DD Dorviller on Pièce sans 
Paroles (brut Vienna and Rencontres 
Choréographiques Internationales 
Seine-St-Denis, Paris). In 2009 she 
created two music-theater pieces, Ask 
Your Mama, a setting of Langston 
Hughes’ 1962 poem composed by 
Laura Karpman and sung by Jessye 
Norman and The Roots (Carnegie Hall); 
and ETHEL’s Truckstop, seen at BAM’s 
Next Wave Festival. Her pop-political 
performance project Democracy in 
America was presented at PS 122 in 
spring 2008. Her short film, I Miss, 
originally the centerpiece of Democracy 
in America, has screened at American 
Film Institute Festival (AFI Fest), SxSW 
Film Festival, The New york Film Fes-
tival’s “Views From the Avant-garde,” 
and the Nantucket Film Festival.

Scott Shepherd 
Performer

Scott Shepherd has worked with the 
Wooster group since 1997, performing 
in Cry, Trojans! (Troilus & Cressida); 
Vieux Carré; La Didone; Hamlet; Poor 
Theater; To You, The Birdie!; North 
Atlantic; The Emperor Jones; Brace 
Up!; and The Hairy Ape. He has also 
performed extensively with Elevator 
Repair Service, performing in Gatz; 
No Great Society; Total Fictional Lie; 
Cab Legs, Shut Up I Tell You (I Said 
Shut Up I Tell You); and McGurk: A 
Cautionary Tale. Off-Broadway: Blood 
Knot (Signature Theater). Film: Brief 
Reunion; Meanwhile; Side Effects; and 
And So It Goes. Awards: Obie and Bes-
sie Awards for Poor Theater; Obie and 
Elliot Norton Awards for Gatz.

A Piece of Work

We have divided this performance into 
five parts, following the original five acts 
of Shakespeare: five passes through 
the text, using five distinct principles of 
algorithmic rewriting.

1. Excerpt 5% of the play by length, 
skipping through the scenes in order.

2. Sort lines of the play by keyword, 
snaking through the play, finding 
repetitions and echoes.

3. Parse all the soliloquies, looking for 
grammatical structures. Replace nouns 
with other nouns and verbs with other 
verbs, group selections of the most-
used grammatical phrases (determiner-
adjective-noun, or preposition-
determiner-verb). 

4. generate new scenes by re-sequencing 
words using Markov chaining.

5. generate a new final scene (Act Five, 
Scene Two) by re-sequencing letters 
using Markov chaining.

Who’s
Who
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Who’s
Who

a founding member and primary col-
laborator in both the experimentally 
ground-breaking Collapsable giraffe 
and the internationally successful 
music/media performance company 
Accinosco/Cynthia Hopkins, as well 
as being an associate artist with The 
Wooster group since 1994, and a fre-
quent collaborator with Ridge Theatre, 
Bang on a Can, and Ralph Lemon.

Bruno Pocheron 
Lighting Design & Technical 
Management

Bruno Pocheron studied visual arts in 
France, lives in Berlin, and works in 
many places. He has been working 
internationally as technical director, 
lighting designer, set designer, sound 
designer, and performer, notably with 
Isabelle Schad, Christine De Smedt, 
Lilia Mestre, Davis Freeman, Eszter 
Salamon, Marten Spangberg, Alice 
Chauchat, Alix Eynaudi, Juan Domin-
guez, xavier Le Roy, Anne Juren, 
Martin Nachbar, An Kaler, Sasa Bozic, 
and Lito Walkey. He initiated, with 
Isabelle Schad and Ben Anderson, the 
collaborative framework good Work, 
concerned with the representation 
and perception of the body onstage 
and in society. good Work resulted in 
performances involving artists such 
as Martin Bélanger, Nuno Bizarro, 
Frédéric gies, Hanna Hedman, Olivier 
Heinry, Benoît Lachambre, and Man-
uel Pelmus. He is currently involved in 
projects with Isabelle Schad (Un-
turtled, glazba/Musik), Judith Depaule 
(Corps de Femme Series), Anne Juren 
(Magical), Jana Unmüssig (Ast Im 
Auge), An Kaler (Insignificant Others), 

Boris Hauf, and Olivier Heinry (SMP). 
Bocheron is co-organizing Wiesen55, 
a collective working space under 
construction in Berlin-Wedding, and 
gangplank, a collaborative network 
focusing on inter-media communica-
tion, relations between technology and 
art, and crossovers between the fields 
at play in contemporary performance-
making. He develops open-source-
based interfaces allowing fluid com-
munication between lights, sound, and 
video and researches the dramaturgical 
impact of these elements.

Ruth Waldeyer 
Lighting Design & Technical 
Management 

Ruth Waldeyer works as a lighting and 
sound designer, musician-performer, 
and Thai boxing teacher. She studied 
performing arts at HBK Braunschweig 
with Anzu Furukawa and Marina 
Abramovic (Masters degree 2002). 
She created lighting and sound designs 
for, among others, Alice Chauchat 
and Fréderic gies, good Work (Schad/
Pocheron/Anderson, 2009), and The 
64 solo bulb matrix for the festival 
Sololala together with Bruno Pocheron 
and Florian Bach. Her performance 
and music credits include The Institute 
for Primary Energy Research, work 
with the bands the King Anabels and 
the Best Intentions, and performance-
lectures with Uli Ertl. She organized 
and curated the art campaign and 
exhibition /unvermittelt-für einen 
Arbeitsbegriff jenseits von Überar-
beitung und Mangel at NgBK-Berlin 
and in 2008 was curator and techni-
cal director at ausland/Berlin and a 

Joan MacIntosh
Performer 

Joan MacIntosh has had a distin-
guished career as an actress for over 
46 years, performing leading roles on 
and off-Broadway, in resident theaters 
throughout the US, and in Europe, 
Africa, and Asia. She was a founding 
member of The Performance group, 
one of the premier experimental theater 
companies of the late 1960s and 
‘70s in New york, and won three Obie 
Awards while in the group for her per-
formances in Dionysus in 69, The Tooth 
of Crime, and Commune. She also won 
an Obie Award for sustained excellence 
for her work in off-Broadway theater, a 
Drama Desk Award for her solo perfor-
mance in Request Concert, a Drama 
League Award and the Edinburgh 
Festival’s Herald Angel Award for her 
performance in Ivo van Hove’s produc-
tion of More Stately Mansions, and an 
Elliot Norton Award for her performance 
in Robert Woodruff ’s production of Bri-
tannicus at the A.R.T. She has won the 
JDR 3rd Fund grant for study and travel 
in India, Southeast Asia, Papua New 
guinea, and Japan; the USIA grant for 
workshop presentations in Southeast 
Asia, India, Japan, and South Africa; 
and the Spencer Cherashore grant to 
write O Beloved. MacIntosh is a profes-
sor of acting at yale University where 
she teaches and directs. She is writing 
a book about her experiences in experi-
mental theater and is a Fox Fellow.

grégory Beller 
Sound and Network Design

A former student of the Normale 
School, grégory Beller holds an aggre-
gation in physics, two master’s degrees 
in music, and a PhD in computer 
science. He works as a researcher, 
teacher, and computer designer for 
digital arts. Since joining the Analysis/
Synthesis team at IRCAM, he has 
become interested in the musicality 
of the spoken voice. After working on 
speech synthesis and prosodic model-
ling, he presented a PhD thesis on 
generative models for expressivity and 
their applications for speech and music, 
especially through performance. He has 
co-organized the four conferences string 
EMUS on the Expressivity in Music and 
Speech. He takes part in a range of ar-
tistic projects as a music composer and 
as an artistic installation designer. He 
is currently computer-music designer at 
IRCAM where he works with composers 
(L. Francesconi, R. Cendo, J. Lenot, 
T. Murail, g. Aperghis, E. Canat De 
Chizy, R. Rivas) and theater directors 
(L. Lagarde, J. gamblin, M. Roy, 
C. Teste, E. Rousset, g. Vincent) in the 
creation, realization, and interpretation 
of their pieces.

Jim Findlay
Scenography/Video 

Jim Findlay works across disciplines 
as a designer, director, performer, and 
creator with a constellation of theater, 
performance, and music groups. He 
lives and works in Brooklyn. He was 
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member of gangplank, a group of light/
sound/video designers, musicians, and 
choreographers that addresses interac-
tions of technology and dramaturgy in 
the practice of making stage work.

Mark Hansen
Systems Design & Text Programming

Mark Hansen is the David and Helen 
gurley Brown Professor of Journalism 
and the director of the Brown Insti-
tute for Media Innovation at Columbia 
University. 

Dylan Fried 
Associate Programming

Dylan Fried is a computer science gradu-
ate of Brown University whose work 
spans data art, distributed systems, net-
work design, and sonic installations. He 
is interested in evolutionary algorithms, 
the emergence of complex responses 
from simple systems, and how these 
mimic and interact with human creativ-
ity. In following these interests, Fried 
became a collaborating member of the 
Creative Scholars Project and Creative 
Mind Initiative at Brown University. 
Additionally, Fried has shown work at 
the granoff Center for Creative Arts in 
Providence, RI, and received a Creative 
Arts Council grant from Brown University 
to pursue his work in applying evolu-
tionary algorithms to musical composi-
tion. Currently, Fried is collaborating on 
data projects with Cliff Kuang of Wired 
magazine, Mark Hansen of the Office for 
Creative Research, and the interactive 
media group Local Projects.

Ryan Holsopple 
Scenography/Video Assistant

Ryan Holsopple is a designer and 
programmer based in Brooklyn. Recent 
projects: interaction design and video 
programming for Jeremy xido’s The An-
gola Project, EMPAC; interaction design 
for Radiohole’s Inflatable Frankenstein, 
The Kitchen; interaction programming 
for Bill Morrison’s The Shooting Gallery, 
BAM. Holsopple is a graduate of NyU’s 
Interactive Telecommunications Program 
and the founder of 31 Down radio 
theater.
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Thank you to:

Eli Bosworth, Eileen goddard, 
Anne Juren,Tommy Kriegsmann, 
Joris Lacoste, gideon Lester, 
Florian Malzacher, Jan Ritsema, 
Alexandra Rosenberg, Norbert Schnell, 
Rebecca Sheahan, and 
the puredata community.

Please visit us on the web:
anniedorsen.com
armatureprojects.org

A special thank you to our Kickstarter 
donors: 

Melanie Armer, Emily Bergl, Nick Bixby, 
Christen Clifford, Keith Davis, 
Katie Dixon, Caroline Dorsen, 
Jennifer Dorsen, Jeremy Douglass, 
Onome Ekeh,Zeke Farrow, 
Dennis Feldman, Rafael gallegos, 
Jenny gersten, Joanna gilbertson, 
globalFEST, Maya gurantz, 
Sophie Hamacher, A. S. Hamrah, 
Des Hogan, Kate Howard, 
Morgan Jenness, Kelli, Matt Kugelman,  
Maria Luisa gambale, Adam E. Max, 
Sarah MacArthur, Brian McCormick, 
Anita Merk, Moose,  Daniel Mufson, 
Naomi, Natalie Nevares, Antje Oegel, 
Okwui Okpokwasili, Liam O’Malley, 
Stefanie Ortiz-Cidlik, Joey Parnes, 
Katherine Profeta, 
Hector & Erica Prud’homme, 
Isabel Riley, Jacqui Starkey, 
Nadine Strossen, Shanta Thake, 
Paul Tigue, Thomas Uldrick, 
Carleigh Welsh/greenEye NyC, 
Colleen Werthmann, Alec Wild, 
yaa Samar! Dance Theatre,  
Alison yager, and 
Emily Bercir Zimmerman.

THANK yOU!




